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Hello! Thank you for viewing my condensed 
portfolio. The objective of this document is to 
present a healthy sampling of my work in order 
to give you an idea of what some of my skills 
are and what I like to do. This is simply just a 
snapshot of my work catalog that aims to outline 
many of my creative skills. My complete portfolio 
can be accessed at curtispattee.com .
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Drawing & HanD-renDering

My interest in drawing and painting is based on a lifelong 
passion for creativity and art. What began as a simple 
childhood pastime steadily developed into a pursuit of 
hand art on a more professional level. I have a great ap-
preciation for beautiful drawings and am well-trained in 

traditional drafting methods, sketching, and freehand 
perspective drawing. My rendering techniques include, 
but are not limited to: charcoal, line & tone, ink line, 
colored pencil, marker, and watercolor. 
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CaD, 3D MoDeling & renDering

prefabricated floor plate
2x10 douglas fir joists

insulated, fastened  with
2” sheep-wool insulation

and 5/8” plywood

prefabricated composite columns
CNC-milled douglas fir posts, glued 

and bolted to steel Y-plates,
 connects to brackets bolted

to concrete foundation
prefabricated partition
modular wall units can be specified 
for acoustics, operability, transparency, 
structure and plumbing

finished flooring
1” ash boarding t&g
3” screed with embedded heating
separating layer
2” wood-fiber impact sound insulation

I was fortunate enough to have access to CAD and 3D 
modeling software at a young age. Not only did I find the 
skills to be useful, but it quickly became something that I 
thoroughly enjoyed to do. My skills are rooted in classic 
CAD, and progressively expanded to include 3D model-

ing, rendering, CAD CNC, 3D printing, and parametric 
design. I am skilled with multiple types of software and 
am able to fluently work between programs; this includes 
working between digital and analog design platforms.
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PHotograPHy
The practice of photography has had a profound effect 
on my life. My enthusiasm was ignited around the same 
time that I began to show an interest architecture, and 
increased simultaneously with my growing passion for 
design. For me, photography became a fun and rigorous 

investigation of space, light, and the human experi-
ence, which coincides with the core principles of my 
architectural education. I feel that making photographs 
has allowed me to be more responsive to the emotion-
al qualities of the space we occupy.
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PHotograPHy
As I became more skilled with a camera, I was able to 
engage in a more serious examination of the art and 
refine my photographic practice. Today, I have a deep 
interest in photographing the built environment, particu-
larly places that are abandoned or in ruin. I also enjoy 

many other types of photography, including landscape, 
fine art, and street photography. Over the years I have 
developed a solid understanding of Photoshop and post-
processing; I also have enjoyed exploring methods in 
photo manipulation and time-lapse video.
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Craft, MoDeling & fabriCation
For me, the act of making something with my hands is 
one of the most important and rewarding aspects of life; 
it often becomes a sacred process. I enjoy building with 
a variety of materials and at various scales, and always 
hold myself to a very high standard when it comes to the 

details. My skills cover a braod range, including: small 
detail and scale models, large fabrication projects and 
furniture, and CNC/3D printed designs. I can work with 
metal, glass, and concrete and am capable of quality 
woodworking with machine and hand tools. 
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glass Kiln-forMing & blowing
As one of my more recent artistic endeavours, working 
with glass has quickly become one of my favorite prac-
tices. The material is beautiful and appears to have, quite 
literally, an infinite amount of possible forms. My study 
of glass began with fusing and kiln-forming under the 

instruction of Heath (Tad) Bradley, who encouraged me 
to try “crazy, stupid things.” I was immediately drawn to 
the art, and later had an opportunity to expand my skills 
in Scotland at an advanced glass symposium, learning 
techniques in casting, blowing, and cold-working.
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furniture & sCulPture
I have developed a deep appreciation for the everyday 
objects that make our lives easier, or that are simply there 
just to be something beautiful. My passion for design tends 
to be directed at the more intimate objects we interact 
with; the components of a space. I enjoy exploring ideas 

that fuse technology with craft-of-hand, and I abso-
lutely love working with old wood & recycled materials. 
I am skilled in 3D visualization, at both the sketch and 
production phases of design, and am fluent in several 
CAD-based modeling & rendering platforms.
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ParaMetriC Design
As soon as I came to understand the practice of para-
metric design, I immediately fell in love with the idea of 
algorithms  producing geometry and manipulating space. 
For me, it is extremely enjoyable because it incorporates 
several of my favorite things: 3D modeling, mathematics, 

logic, and creative problem-solving. I feel that this pro-
cess has virtually limitless potential in the design world, 
and can infuse itself in other 2D and 3D practices. I have 
truly enjoyed exploring this process, and I know I have 
only begun to scratch the surface.
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PraCtiCe sPaCe
Branching off from a design idea from several years ago, 
this project was envisioned as a very simple rehearsal and 
practice space for music performers, situated near the 
edge of the Custer National Forest, Montana. One of the 
main focuses of the design was a custom acoustic wall de-

sign, which lays out a pattern for the pseudo-random 
arrangement of recycled wood boards and sound-
absorbing foam at a desired density. This project was 
done for the enjoyment of the practice, and simply, just 
the pleasure of making something.
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wine Cellar
I designed this modern wine cellar based on a simple 
pattern of arranged plywood boards, which are cut by 
robotic mills. This n=n+1 pattern produces geometry that 
is practical for the storage of wine and visually stimulat-
ing, with the rectilinear room having a slight warped 

feeling. For this project, I was focused on dynamic light-
ing scenarios and accurate texture mapping in order to 
produce a set of clean, photorealistic renderings. This is 
another design exercise done for the purposes of joy and 
personal development.
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